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Motivations : stability
 LHCb lumi has been leveled 

daily with a transverse offset at 
the IP

 Instabilities observed at 
the end of the squeeze 
during all year

 Lack of Laudau damping observed 
for bunches without at least one 
head-on (HO) collision

 Stabilized by HO collision
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Motivations : luminosity leveling

 Comparison with leveling with a transverse offset :

 Operationally more 
complicated

 Less flexibility
 Smaller range

 Tune shift and 
spread from HO is 
almost independant 
of β*

 Stability ensured for 
all bunches
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Squeeze control

 The squeeze is done in 
defined step

 The execution of the 
function can be stopped 
at each step

 Each step corresponds 
to a β* configuration

 Changing the process 
during the year costs a lot 
of time
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MD result
 2 bunches colliding in IP1 and IP5

 Squeeze in steps, 3m to 0.6m, lumiscan required each 
time to keep HO collision all along (OFB on)

 Incorporate corrections
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Observation of instability

 An instability was 
observed when the 
beams were 
separated

 Consistent with loss 
of Landau damping 
due to HO BB with a 
separation

Need to keep orbit change at the IP 
under control ( < 1σ)
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Lumiscan reproducibility

 Correction of the 
offset at the IP 
seems very 
reproducible fill to fill

 Except few outliers 
correction < 10μm  
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MD result

 Procedure validated with a train of 36b in 
floating MD 3 weeks later
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Separation at the IP

 Only small offset correction required at each step
 Incorporated corrections still valid after 3 weeks
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β* leveling
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Operational aspects
 Colliding during the 

squeeze 
 Leveling with fixed β* 

sequence
 No major changes to 

control system 
required

 β* leveling with full 
flexibility (i.e. different 
sequence for each IP)

 Major changes to the 
controls

 Not discussed here

 How to do it practically ? 
 Can we ensure similar operational efficiency 

and robustness ?
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New sequence
INJECTION

↓ 
RAMP

↓
SQUEEZE

↓
COLLIDE

↓
STABLE BEAM

INJECTION
↓ 

RAMP
 ( ↓ )

SQUEEZE
↓

COLLIDE
↓

SQUEEZE
↓

STABLE BEAM
↓↑

LEVELING

 (e.g. down to 3m)
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New sequence
INJECTION

↓ 
RAMP

↓
SQUEEZE

↓
COLLIDE

↓
STABLE BEAM

INJECTION
↓ 

RAMP
 ( ↓ )

SQUEEZE
↓

COLLIDE
↓

SQUEEZE
↓

STABLE BEAM
↓↑

LEVELING

 (e.g. down to 3m)

Tight collimator 
settings are not 
required before 
that point
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Operational changes
 Extra setup time required 

during commissioning
 Orbit, optic, collimation

 Collimators (e.g. 
Secondaries) may be 
moved in after HO 
collision is established

 Automatized lumiscan at 
some squeeze step 
enhances robustness

 Orbit feedback on 
during squeeze 
steps

 Tune and 
chromaticity 
correction based on 
feed forward only

 ADT required during 
squeeze steps
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Time / luminosity costs
 Commissioning overhead

 Few shifts for orbit corrections during the squeeze
 Few shifts more for optics checks at the intermediate points
 Extra loss maps may be required, depending on the leveling 

scenario

 First minutes of luminosity production are not in 
STABLE BEAM (in the order of 10 minutes)

 Leveling steps may also not be in STABLE BEAM
 Experience required to carefully adjust the 

procedure
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Leveling with fixed β* sequence 
 A scenario has to be chosen based on 

experiments desiderata. (Below are fictive examples) 

 Level only in IP1 and 5  Level only in IP8 
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Pseudo-flat beams
 Leveling with β* in the separation plane allow to relax 

collimator movement during the procedure
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 Extra aperture is 
available once the 
separation bump is 
collapsed

 Smaller range
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Conclusion
 No show stopper to squeeze with colliding beams

 Ensure stability for all bunches

 Sufficient orbit reproducibility

 Commissioning overhead of few shifts

 No major changes required to the control system

 Experience required for fine adjustment of the sequence

 Luminosity leveling with fixed β* sequence is possible
 Change of sequence during the year should be avoided

 Needs input fromt the experiments

 Full flexibility of each IP would require major change in the 
control
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BACKUP – lumi scans
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BACKUP – Full flexibility

 The concept of beam process has to be modified to 
allow local changes of optic (in each IR)

 Global corrections can no longer be stored in the beam process

 Validation of collimator settings becomes more involved
 Validating all configurations would introduce a large overhead

 Not strictly impossible, but a lot of work required to

 Re-think machine protection
 Modify control
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BACKUP - Transverse offset vs β*

 Longitudinal extend of the luminous region 
is kept constant in the case of β* leveling
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BACKUP - Transverse offset vs β*

 The tune shift / spread 
is (almost) independant 
of β*

 Large stability diagram 
from HO tune spread

Tune footprint during leveling with 
transverse offset
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BACKUP – BB tune shift

 Beam-beam tune do 
not vary a lot when 
levelling with β* 
compared to with an 
offset
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BACKUP – stability diagram

 Stability is 
significantly reduced 
with half separation

1-2 σ → L/L
0
 ~ 40%
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